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Blue Republic, Couture from Transplants, 2004-2005, digital print, 48 x 62 inches 

The lead image in the artist duo 
Anna Passakas and Radoslaw 
Kudlinski’s (a.k.a. Blue Republic) 
latest exhibition Morning Daily 
seems innocuous enough at first 
glance. The large-scale digital photo 
print pictures a driver's-seat view of 
a rural road winding through the 

late-afternoon quiet of an autumnal 
forest. But this is no cottage 
country idyll and once you read the 
work's title, Gasvagen, more 
sinister under- tones begin to sink 
in. In the photo, Passakas and 
Kudlinski allude to the gas vans 
developed by the German SS during  
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the Second World War and first 
used to terrible effect in the artists' 
native Poland. A German army 
driver may have viewed the same 
sort of scene en route to a mass 
grave. What had a moment before 
seemed like a fine country 
landscape is irrevocably 
transformed. And what of modem 
genocides and their own hidden 
truths? 
 
This tactic of art as a 
metaphorical/elemental prompt for 
deeper real-world reflection 
continues in Speeding, a immature 
city installation constructed from 
odds and ends of cardboard, tin 
cans and plastic bottles. Ironically, 
the foundation of this small-scale 
urban environment is the debris of 
the industrial world; the same cast-
off materials are used as building 
materials in the slum districts that 
surround modern cities. Speeding 
has the feel of the city built 
necessarily if haphazardly by the 
accumulation of the materials at 
hand, as much in the mode of Kurt 
Schwitters’ Merzbau as in the 
survival reality of urban poverty. 
Skyscrapers in Blue Republic's city 
echo the pure form of Constantin 
Brancusi's Endless Column broken 
by tiered platforms detailed with 
Spirographed maps of urban slums. 
In this fusion of art history and 
modem reality, Speeding achieves a 
surprisingly organic synthesis of 
high culture and disenfranchised 
society. 
 
Other works in the exhibition 
revealed Blue Republic's wry take 
on social institutions. The Last 
Supper (after Leonardo da Vinci) is 
a full-scale representation of the 
iconic religious painting by Da Vinci  

 
but with pie graphs culled from the 
Internet set in place of the apostles' 
beatified heads. This is a modem 
monument to the business of 
religion and the religion of business. 
Low-Resolution Man, a classic 
portrait of the artist built from a 
cardboard box, is a dear and 
intentionally self-reflective 
demystification of the artist as 
glamorous celebrity. Finally, 
Morning Daily -ADD Time Bomb 
turns our current culture of fear into 
a lingering conundrum that reflects 
the general call to action that 
sounds through the exhibition. Set 
to detonate in 1,000 years, it poses 
an open question: Should we worry 
about a bomb-even though it's a 
bomb-if it won't explode for a 
millennium? 


